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this latter term to such as are composed of two or more of
the smallest numbers of either kind ; so that the simple

numbers of the first kind will be 2, 3, 5, 11, 29; and the

compound numbers of the same class Vvill be 8, 12, 14, 18,

20, 27, 30, 32, 35, 40, 45, 48, 50, &c.

The simple numbers of the second class will be 1, 7, 31
and all the rest of this class will be compound numbers

.

namely, 4, 6, 9, 10, 15, 10, 22, 24, 25, 28, 33, 36, 40.

42, 49.

CHAP. XII.

Of' the Transformation of the Formula ax^ -j- «/- into

Squares, and higher Powers.

181. We have seen that it is frequently impossible to re-

duce numbers of the form ax- -\- cif- to squares ; but when-
ever it is possible, we may transform this formula into an-

other, in which a = 1.

For example, the formula ^'p^—cf- may become a square;

for, as it may be represented by

i^Zp -h qr - ^{p -r q)\

we have only to make 2p + q = x, and p -\- q — y, and we
shall get the formula x- — 9.ij", in which a — 1, and c = 2.

A similar transformation always takes place, whenever such

formulae can be made squares. Thus, when it is required

to transform the formula ax' + cy" into a square, or into a

higher power, (provided it be even) we may, without

hesitation, suppose « — 1, and consider the other cases as

impossible.

182. Let, therefore, the formula x'^ + cy- be proposed,

and let it be required to make it a square. As it is com-
posed of the factors {x + j/ v^ — c) x {x — y x^— c), these

factors must either be squares, or squares multiplied by the

same number. For, if the product oi" two numbers, for

example, pq, must be a square, we must have p = ?•-, and

q — s^ ; that is to say, each factor is of itself a square; or

p — m?'^, and q = ms^ ; and therefore these factors are

squares multiplied both by the same number. For which

reason, let us make j? H-J/\/— c = m{p + ^v' — c)^; it will

follow that X — y \f— c = m{p — q^/ — c)% and
ue shrill have x- -\- cif =: vi"{p' -j- cq'^Y, which is a square.
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Fartlier, in order to determine x and t/, we li.ive the equa-
tions X + yV — c = mp" -f- %npq /— c — mcq^', and

X — y/ — c = mp" — 9,mpq v/— c — nicq^-^ in which
X is necessarily equal to the rational part, and y \^ — c to

the irrational part ; so that x zz mp^ — mcq'^ and

y \^ — c ^ 2mpq\/— c, or </ — 2>//pq ; and these ai-e the

values of .r and 1/ that will transform the expression

x^ + cj/- into a square, m\p'^ + cq'Y., the root of which is

mp'" + mcq'.

183. If the numbers x and 1/ have not a common divisor,

we must make m z=. 1. Then, in order that x' + cf' may
become a square, it will be sufficient to make x = p' — cq',

and j/ := 2/;y, which will render the formula equal to the

square {p^ -t- cq')-.

Or, instead of making .r ~ p- — cq"', we may also sup-
pose X = cq" — p^, since the square x" is still left the same.

Besides, the same formulae having been already found
by methods altogether different, there can be no doubt
with regard to the accuracy of the method which we have
now employed. In fact, if we wish to make .r^ + <?y'

a square, we suppose, by the foi-mer method, the root to be

Py 1 /. 1 n - ^ 2pxfj nhf
X -{ '-^. and find x- + cip = x' -^ ' '' -\- '~.

q
^

q q-

Expunge the ^\ divide the other terms by j/, multiply by
q", and we shall have

cq''y = ^pqx + j^'U '> oi' cq^y — P"y = 2pqx.

Lastly, dividing by ^pq, and also by «/, there results

— = „ . Now, as .r and y, as well as p and q, are to

have no common divisor, we must make x equal to the

numerator, and y equal to the denominator, and hence we
shall obtain the same results as we have already found,
namely, .r = ccf — p^, and // ^^

9^iq.

184. This solution will hold good, whether the number c

be positive or negative; but, farther, if this number itself

had factors, as, for instance, the formula x^ -\- acy'^, we
should not only have the preceding solution, which
gives X — acq- — p\ and y = 2pq, but this also, namely,
X = cq"^ — <ip\ and y ~ 2pq ; for, in this last case, we have,

as in the other,

x^ + acy"" = c'q^ -{- 2acp^q- + a'p* — (cq- -j- ap')-;

which takes place also when we make .r =: ap' — cq", be-

cause the square x- remains tl\e same.
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This new solution is also obtained from the last method,
in the following manner

:

If we make x + y^ —ac — {p /« + q 'J — c)°, and
X — ys^/ — ac =. {p x/a — q \^— cf, we

shall have x"^ + acy~ — (ap" -\- cq")-,

and, consequently, equal to a square. Farther, because

X + y>^ — ac =. ap"^ + %pq s/ — ac — ccf-^ and
X — yV — ac :=: ap~ — 2pq \/ — ac — cq^,

we find x z=. ap- — cq", and y — 2pq.

It is farther evident, that if the number ac be resolvible

into two factors, in a greater number of ways, we may also

find a greater number of solutions.

185. Let us illustrate this by means of some determinate

formulas ; and, first, if the formula x- + y^ must become a

square, we have ac = 1 ; so thato; = p^ ~ q^^ and^^ = 9jpq ;

whence it follows that o:^ + 3/" = (p*^ + qY.
If we v/ould have x" — y" t= n ; we have ac — — \; so

that we shall take x = p" -{- |7% andj/= S/.^r, and there will

result x"- - y^ — {p- — q^'Y — •
If we would have the formula x'^ -|- ^/^ — D, we have

GC = 2 ; let us therefore take a- = p2 — ^(^^ or x— 2p"—q\
and y -- ^pq, and we shall have

,r' +2y^ = {p"--Uq-)-,oYx' +%= ={9.p"- +qy.
If, in the fourth place, Ave would have x' — 9.y- =. D,

in which ac = — 2, Ave shall have x = p' + 9.q% and

y = 2pq; therefore x" — %' = (p" — ^'Y-
Lastly, let us make ^" + 6j/' ^ D . Here we shall have

ac =6; and, consequently, either a = I, and c = 6, or

a = 2, and c — 3. In the first case, .r ~ p' — 6q-, and

y = 2pq\ so that x" + Gy"' = {p- + 65'')"
; in the second,

X — 2/>" — 3(7% and j/ := 2pq; whence

a.- + 6j/^ = {2p' + 3?0^

186. But let the formula ax' + cj/' be proposed to be

transformed into a square. We know beforehand, that this

cannot be done, except we already know a case, in which

this formula really becomes a square; but we shall find

this given case to be, when x —f, and y =z »•; so that

(^f- 4. eg' — /i ; and we may observe, that this formula

can be transformed into another of the form t' + acu%

by making

t = -—r-^
, and u = ^-^

—

~
; lor if

k 11
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u' = 5
?^ > ^^^ ^^^^

a^f^x^ \-c-f>;-]j'' -\-ac!:('x- •\-acf-u'^
V + «cm' = -= ^

nfi
—^

' =

ax'{af'-^cg')\cy^{af^-\-cg^)_ .

also, since qf^-^ ^g"^ — ^^ > we have t^ + ncu^ = ax'^+cj/'^.

Thus, we have given easy rules for transforming the expression

f^ + acii^ into a square, to which we have now reduced the

formula proposed, a.r'' + cy^.

187. Let us proceed farther, and see how the formula
ax- + ci/^, in which x and t/ are supposed to have no com-
mon divisor, may be reduced to a cube. The rules already

given are by no means sufficient for this ; but the method
which we have last explained applies here with the greatest

success : and what is particularly worthy of observation, is,

that the formula may be transformed into a cube, whatever
numbers a and c are; which could not take place with

regard to squares, unless we already knew a case, and which
does not take place with regard to any of the other even
powers; but, on the contrary, the solution is always pos-

sible for the odd powers, such as the third, the fifth, the

seventh, Sec.

188. Whenever, therefore, it is required to reduce the

formula ax^ + ci/'^ to a cube, we may suppose, according to

the method which we have already employed, that

x\/a 4- ?/v/ — c = (p ^/a + qV — cY, and
x^/a — y \f— c = (pVa — g^ — cf

;

the product {ap^ + c?^)^ which is a cube, will be equal to

the formula ax^ + ct/^. But it is required, also, to deter-

mine rational values for x and i/, and fortunately we suc-
ceed. If we actually take the two cubes that have been
pointed out, we have the two equations

x^a -\-y ^—c=ap l/a -f ^ap-'q-/— c— 3cpq^a—cql/—c, and
X ^a—y^ —c=apl a— ^i'fq is/—c—'icpq"^a -^ cql/ — c\

from which it evidently follows, that

X = ap"^ — Qcpq", and y = Qap^q — cq^.

For example, let two squares x~, andy", be required,
whose sura, x" -{- j/-, may make a cube. Here, since « = 1,

and e = 1, we shall have x = p^ — Spq", and j/ — op"q— q^,

which gives x- + y" = {p^ -\- q'-y. Now, if /?
— 2, and

^ = 1, we find ,r = 2, and y = 11 ; wherefore
,7?^ + ?/'=: 125 = 5":
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189. Let US also consider the formula or- -f Sy^, for the

purpose of making it equal to a cube. As we have, in this

case, a — 1, and c = 3, we find

x z=. p^ — 9/J'7% and y — ^tp'-q — 89',

whence x^ -\- Sy^ =r (/>- + ^q^Y- This formula occurs very

frequently ; for which leason we shall here give a Table of

the easiest cases.

p q X

8

y ^^ -h 3^^

1 1 64 = 4'

2 1 10 9 343 = T
1 2 35 18 2197 = 13

1
3 1 24 1728 ^ 12"'

1 3 80 72 21952 := 28'

3 2 81 30 9261 =- 21^

2 3 154 45 29791 -- 31^
1

190. If the question were not restricted to the condition,

that the numbers x and y must have no common divisor, it

would not be attended with any difficulty; for if aa^ + cy^

were required to be a cube, we should only have to make
X rr tz, and y zz nz, and the formula would become
at^z'' -\- cii^z^ ; which we might make equal to the cube

^—r, and should immediately find z — v'-^iat^ --'- cu'^). Con-

sequently, the values sought of x and y would be

X ~ tv^laf' + cit/^), and y zz itv^{'it" -\- cu^), which, beside

the cube v^^ have also the quantity at^ + cu^ for a common
divisor; so that this solution immediately gives

ax^-\-c7f-v\at'--\cii'-Y X {at^-\-cifi)-v\ae^- cu'-y,

which is evidently the cube of t;*(a^* -f- cu^).

191. This last method, which we have made use of, is so

much the more remarkable, as we are b.rought to solutions,

which absolutely required numbers rational and integer, by
means of irrational, and even imaginary quantities ; and,

what is still more worthy of attention, oiu- method cannot be

applied to those cases, in which the irrationality vanishes.

For example, when the formula x'^ + c/'^ must become a

cube, we can only infer from it, that its two irrational

factors, x + y\/— c, and x — y ^/— c, must likewise be

cubes ; and since x and y have no common divisor, these

factors cannot have any. But if the radicals v.ere to dis-

appear, as in the case of r ^ -
I , this principle would no
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longer exist ; because tlie two factors, which would then be
X + }li and X — y, might have common divisors, even when
X and y had none ; as would be the case, for example, if

both these letters expressed odd numbers.

Thus, wlien x"^ — y'^ must become a cube, it is not neces-

sary that both X + ^> and x — y, should of themselves be
cubes; but we may suppose x ~\-y ~ 2j)^, and x ~7/:=4q^

;

and the formula x^ — ?/'- will undoubtedly become a cube,

since we shall find it to be 8p^q\ the cube root of which is

2pq. We shall farther have x = p^ V 9.n'\ and ij =p^—2g^.

On the contrary, when the formula a.i^ -\- a/^ is not re-

solvible into two rational factors, we cannot find any other

solutions beside those which have been already given.

192. We shall illustrate the preceding investigations by
some curious examples.

Question 1. Required a square, .t'^, in integer numbers,
and such, that, by adding 4 to it, the sum may be a cube.

The condition is answered when x^ — 121 ; but we wish to

know if there are other similar cases.

As 4 is a square, we shall first seek the cases in which
x'^ + y" becomes a cube. Now, we have found one case,

namely, \i x ~ p^ — Qpq", and 7/
— 3p^q — q"'

: therefore,

since 9/ = 4, we have y = + 2, and, consequently, either

Sp"q — q^ — -^ 2, or Sp'-g — q = — 9,. In the first case,

we have q{Qp^ — ^') — % so that gr is a divisor of 2.

This being laid down, let us first suppose q ^=1, and v/e

shall have 3^- — 1 — 2 ; therefore p z=.\; Avhence x = 2,

and .r^ = 4.

If, in the second place, we suppose ^r = 2, we have
Gp^ — 8 := + 2; admitting the sign +, we find 6/)^ = 10,

and p" z= ^-^ whence we should get an irrational value of p,
which could not apply here ; but if we consider the sign —

,

we have 6p^ ::: 6, and ^ =: 1 ; therefore x —.W: and these

are the only possible cases; so that 4, and 121, are the only

two squares, which, added to 4, give cubes.

193. Que--i'uon 2. Required, in integer numbers, other

squares, beside 25, which, added to 2, give cubes.

Since x" \~ 2 must become a cube, and since 2 is the

double of a square, let vis first determine the cases in which
X* -)- %j^ becomes a cube ; for which purpose we have, by
Article 188, in which a = 1, and c — % x = p^ — (ypq",

and j/ = Qp'-q — ^q^ ; therefore, since «/ = ± 1, we must
have i^p-q — q"\ or (/(Cx*- — 9.q^) = + 1 ; and, consequently,

q must be a divisor of 1.

Therefore let (7 = 1, and we shall have ^p'^ ~ 2 = +1.
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If we take the upper sign, we find Sjf =r 3, and p = 1

;

whence a: r: 5 : and if we adopt the other sign, we get a

value ox p, which being irrational, is of no use ; it follows,

therefore, that there is no square, except 25, which has the

property required.

194i. Question 3. Required squares, which, multiplied

by 5, and added to 7, may produce cubes; or it is required

that 5x- -\- 7 should be a cube.

Let us first seek the cases in which 5x^ + 1y" becomes a

cube. By Article 188, a being equal to 5, and c equal 7,

we shall find that we must have x = 5p^ — 9.\pq\ and

y zr \5p^q — Iq^'-, so that in our example j/ being = + 1,

we have \5p^q — Iq^ — q(i5p^ — Iq^) = ± 1 ; therefore q
must be a divisor of 1 ; that is to say, 5' ~ + 1 ; conse-

quently, Ave shall have 15;j»^ — 7 = + 1 ; from which, in

both cases, we get irrational values forjo: but from which

we must not, however, conclude that the question is im-

possible, since ^ and q might be such fractions, that ?/ = 1,

and that x would become an integer; and this is wliat

really happens ; for if p = i, and q = i, we find z/ z=: 1,

and X = 2; but there are no other fractions which render

the solution possible.

195. Question 4. Required squares in integer numbers,
the double of which, diminished by 5, may be a cube ; or

it is required that 207^ — 5 may be a cube.

If we begin by seeking the satisfactory cases for the

formula 2.r' - 5^^ we have, in the 188th Article, « = 2,

and c= — 5., whence x = 2,p^ + I5pq'', and y = iyp'^q f 5(f

:

so that, in this case, we must have j/ = + I ; consequently,

Gp'^q + 5q' - q{6p' -h 5f ) = ± 1

;

and as this cannot be, either in integer numbers, or even in

fractions, the case becomes very remarkable, because there

is, notwithstanding, a satisfactory value of x; namelv,
a; = 4 ; which gives 2x^ — 5 — 27, or equal to the cube
of 3. It will be of importance to investigate the cause of
this peculiarity.

196. It is not only possible, as we see, for the formula
^x" — 5^/^ to be a cube ; but, what is more, the root of this

cube has the form 2p^— 5q"^ as we may perceive by making
X z=. 4!,i/ zz \,p =2, and q =.!., so that we know a case

in which 9,x- — 5j/^ =: {^p^— 5q')\ although the two factors

of 9,x^ — 5y-^ namely, x ^/2 -\- y \/5^ and jrv'2 — y \^5)

which, according to our method, ought to be the cubes of

p \/2 4- /7v/5, and of pv'2 — q^/5, are not cubes; foi', in

our case, x a,/2 -|- y v^S :r 4 x/2 + ^^5 ; whereas
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{p v/2 + qy'Bf = (2 ^/2 + V^Y = 46 s/2 -f 29 ^a5,

which is by no means the same as 4 v/2 -|- v^5.

But it must be remarked, that the formula r" — IOa'^ may
become 1, or — 1, in an infinite number of cases; for ex-

ample, if r = 3, and s = 1, or if r = 19, and s = 6: and
this formula, multiplied by 2p'— 5q% reproduces a number
of this last form.

Therefore, letjT- — 10*^= 1; and, instead of supposing,

as we have hitherto done, S^r^ — 5i/' = (2/9^ — 5q'f, we
may suppose, in a more general manner,

2ar= - %= = (/= - 10^^) X {2p' - 5qy;
so that, taking the factors, we shall have

a:^/2 ±1/ V5 = (f ± g v/10) x {p ^2 ± q^/5)\

Now, {py2±qv5Y={2p-^ + 15pq') ,/^±{Gp'q +5q^)\/5 ;

and if, in order to abridge, we write a ^/S -|- b V5 instead

of this quantity, and multiply hy f -\- g ^10, we shall

have Af\/2 + b/'/S + 2a^ ^/5 + Sb^V^ to make equal

to X ^/2 + 1/V5; whence results x = Af + 5Bg, and

^ = b/'+ 2Ag: Now, since we must have j/ = ± 1, it is

not absolutely necessary that Bp^'q + 5q^ = 1 ; on the con-

trary, it is sufficient that the formula b/"+ 2Ag; that is to

say, iha.tf[6p-q-\-5q''') + ^g'{^p^-]-15pq') becomes = + 1

;

so thatyand
ff may have several values. For example, let

/=3, and^'=l, the formula ISp'q + IBq^ + 4p^+ SOy;^^

must become + 1 ; that is,

4p3 4- ISp'q + 30^17^ + 15^3 = ± 1-

197. The difficulty, however, of determining all the pos-

sible cases of this kind, exists only in the formula ax" -\-cy%

when the number c is negative; and the reason is, that this

formula, namely, x^ —acTj% which depends on it, may then

become 1 ; which never happens when c is a positive num-
ber, because, x'' + cy\ or x'' -\- aci/% always gives greater

numbers, the greater the values we assign to x andj/. For
which reason, the method we have explained cannot be suc-

cessfully employed, except in those cases in which the two
numbers a and c have positive values.

198. Let us now proceed to the fourth degree. Here
we shall begin by observing, that if the formula ax^ -\-cy^ is

to be changed into a biquadrate, we must have a = 1 ; for

It would not be possible even to transform the formula into

a square (Art. 181); and, if this were possible, we might
also give it the form t' + acir ; for which reason we shall

extend the question only to this last formula, which may be
reduced to the former, x" -\- cy- ,hy supposing a = 1. This

D 1)2
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being laid down, we have to consider what must be the

nature of the vakies of .r and 3/, in order that the formula

X" -|- ci/'' may become a biquadrate. Now, it is composed
of the two factors (-^ -|- ?/ %/— <?) x {x — y \/ — c); and each

of these factors must also be a biquadrate of the same kind

;

therefore we must make x + 7/ -,/ — c = {p + q V— c)*, and
X — y \/ — c — (p — g A,/ — c)^, whence it follows, that the

formula proposed becomes equal to the biquadrate {])--]- cq")*.

With regard to the values of x and y, they are easily de-

termined by the following analysis

:

X i-y \/ ~ c=p'^ + 4<p^q s/ —c—Qcp'^q'^ ^c^'q^—'^cpq^ ^/ — c,

x—y^/'-c—p'^—'^p^qV — c—€cp^q^ -{- c"^ q* -\- 4:cpq'^ -./ — c,

whence, x =p^— Gcp'^q^ + c'^q^ ; and 3/=: 4p^<7— 4c/75''.

199- So that when jr* + ?/^ is a biquadrate, because

c zz 1, we have

or n p* — 6p^q^ -|- q^ ; and y r: 4p^q — ^pq ;

50 that x"- -Yy"- — {p^ -h q"-)*.

Suppose, for example, j9 = 2, and q = 1; we shall then

find X = 1, and y = 24; whence x^ -^-y"^ = 625 = 5^.

If jJ = 3, and q ~ ^^ we obtain x ~ 119, and ?/ = 120,

which gives x^ -r y^ — ^^*-

200. Whatever be the even power into which it is re-

quired to transform the formula ax'^ 4- «/", it is absolutely

necessary that this formula be always reducible to a square

;

and for this purpose, it is sufHcient that we already know
one case in which it happens; for we may then transform

the formula, as has been seen, into a quantity of the form

t^ + acK^, in which the first term t^ is mulliplied only by

1 ; so that we may consider it as contained in the expression

a:* -\- cy^ ; and in a similar manner, we may always give to

this last expression the form of a sixth power, or of any

higher even power.

201. This condition is not requisite for the odd pov.ers;

and whatever numbers a and c be, we may always transform

the formula ax^ 4- cy^ into any odd power. Let the fifth,

for instance, be demanded ; we have only to make
X a/a -\- y V — c rz [p s/a + q V— cY, and
x^a — y v^— c — {p\/a — q v^— c)^

and we shall evidently obtain ax- -f c//^ =: (ap^ -h cq"Y.

Farther, as the fifth power ofp */a-\- q >/—c is ^^a^p'^ V

a

4-

tSa'^p^q^/ — c - lOacp^q'^^a — lOar/rg---/— c -}- 5c^p£*

^a -j- c^q^^— c, we shall, with the same facility, find

X = a^p^ — lOacp^q^ + Sc^pq^y and

y = Sa^p^q — lOacp^q^ + c^q^.

If it is required, therefore, that the sum of two squares,
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such as X- -{-9/^, may be also a fiftli power, we shall have

<z — 1, and c = 1 ; therefore, x = //' — 10/rV/^ + 5j)q^

;

and ^ — 5p'q — 10/r <?^ -\- q' '•> fi«d» fardier, making y = 2,

and (/ = 1, we shall find x = 38, and (/— 41 ; consequently,

x"- -\-if- - 3125 = 5^

CHAP. XIII.

Ofsome Expressions of the Form fla:* + i^/^ re^/wc/i fl?-e ?iof

reducible to Squares.

202. Much labor has been formerly employed by some

madieraaticians to find two biquadrates, whose sum or dif-

ference might be a sqisarc, but m vain ; and at length it has

been demonstrated, that neither the formula a;^ + i/, nor

the formula x^ — y^, can become a square, except in these

evident cases ; first, when x = 0, ox y = 0, and, secondly,

when y = x. This circumstance is the more remarkable,

because it has been seen, that we can find an infinite

number of answers, when the question involves only simple

squares.

203. We sliall give the demonstration to which we have

just alluded; and, in order to proceed regularly, we shall

previously observe, that the two numbers x and 7/ may be

considered as })rime to each other : for, if these numbers had

a common divisor, so that we could make x — dp, and

y = dq, our formulae would become d*p* + d*q^, and
<iip4. _ ^Hqi. ^v}ii(^.h formula?, if they were squares, would

remain squares after being divided hy d* ; therefore, the

formuke p^ + q\ and p^ — q\ also, in which j9 and q have

no longer any common divisor, would be squares; con-

sequently, it will be suflicient to prove, that our formulas

cannot become squares in the case of x and y being prime

to each other, and our deviionstration will, consequently,

extend to all the cases, in which x and y have common
divisors.

20k We shall begin, therefore, widi the sum of two

biquadrates; that is, with tlie formula .r^ -|-y, considering

X and y as numbers that are prime to each other : and we
have to prove, diat this formula becomes a square only in

the cases above-mentionetl ; in order to which, we shall enter


